
McDperks is a one-stop-shop for exclusive discounts at many of your favorite national and local merchants, 

coupons and limited time offers.  This program is available to individuals employed by McDonald’s or a participating 
independent McDonald’s franchisee.   

This discount program is FREE and only takes a minute to sign up at mcdperks.com. 

McDperks can be accessed by any internet device - computers, tablets, cell phones, etc. 

McDperks Weekly Deals Email 

Opt into McDperks’ weekly email to receive a curated selection of discounts.  Each week’s email features both new and 
popular deals, as well as seasonal and thematic groups of offers. 

Request a Merchant 

Don’t see the retailer or product you want?  You can always request a merchant through your McDperks account, and 
PerkSpot negotiating experts will work to get it for you! 

Tips for Getting Started 

 Share the latest bilingual flyer with your restaurant teams by hanging in the crew room, hand out with
paychecks, include in orientation materials.

 Bring a laptop or tablet to orientation and have new employees sign up on the spot during training.
 Encourage employees to sign up on their cell phones while on break
 Let PerkSpot do the work for you – Just send PerkSpot a list of names and emails and they can do the rest!

Just a few of the most popular deals 

 Tickets to movies, sporting events, theme parks and concerts

 20%-25% on all major cell phone services – each restaurant team could save over $7,000/year!

 Payless & Skechers shoe discounts

 McDonald’s branded items

 Electronics – laptops, tvs, cell phones, tablets, accessories

 Automotive – cars, tires, car maintenance,

 Restaurants

 …literally thousands of discounts in dozens of categories 

Independent McDonald’s franchisees must opt-in to the program prior to offering this benefit to their employees.  To opt-
in, simply send an email to PerkSpot (the McDperks vendor) at cs@perkspot.com simply indicating that you would like to 
offer McDperks to your employees and provide your partners email address.  It’s that simple!  

Questions?  Reach out to PerkSpot at cs@perkspot.com or 1-866-606-6057 
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